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CRUCIAL TIMES

BUILDING EXPERIENCE

The Women’s basketball team prepare
for a crucial game against Tennessee
Martin at 6 p.m. in Tenn. This game will
impact the team’s chance in competing in the OVC tournament .

Students describe why they are members of the construction club and how it
has benefited their experience at Eastern.
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Faculty
Senate sets
referendum
language
By Cassie Buchman
News Editor | @cjbuchman

tween landlord and renter is over the security deposit, Bays said, so students should
take extra care to examine that part of the
lease.
“You have a right to a full return of
your deposit if you have not damaged the
property and you leave it in a good and
clean condition,” she said. Before moving
into an apartment, students should thoroughly inspect it – preferably with the
landlord present – for damage and cleanliness, she said.

The Faculty Senate finalized language for a referendum on faculty
confidence in the vitalization project
process at its meeting Tuesday.
The original referendum asked faculty to answer the question, “I have
high confidence in the process employed by Vitalization Workgroup
no.7 in the program review mandated by the president.”
The Faculty Senate voted to take
out the word “high” from the statement and to have it followed by a yes/
no option.
During the vitalization project,
Workgroup no.7 recommended the
philosophy, Africana Studies, adult
and community education, and career and technical education majors
to be eliminated or reorganized.
The referendum on faculty confidence in the Workgroup’s process will
be discussed in a letter that includes
shared governance concerns, transparency concerns as well as concerns
about profit/loss data used in the vitalization process.
The current version of the letter
says that the university already has
ways to review academic programs.
It also says higher education is
needed to help prepare the next generations to become engaged citizens,
broaden their intellectual horizons,
instill in students a passion for lifelong learning, enable them to seek
and evaluate information and hone
their ability to analyze events.
“None of these defining goals of
higher education can be summarized
in terms of credit hours or number of
seats filled,” the letter now reads.
The senate did not make any substantive changes to the letter, but it
will make changes to grammar and
wording on its own.
The senate plans to have its edits
done by Friday and send the referendum out by Feb. 15.
The ad hoc committee for reviewing Workgroup no.7’s recommendations was populated after the Faculty Senate made a motion to create it
last week.
Senate member Jeff Stowell said
the Faculty Senate would also extend
an invitation to join the subcommittee to senate members not at Tuesday’s meeting.
“The next step for the committee is
to establish a scope of work and timeline,” he said.
The Academic Program Elimination/Reorganization Review Committee, looking at the programs considered for deletion or consolidation,
is contractually obligated to complete
its report by March 15.

Continued in Housing in Dining
Guide , page 1B

JUMP, page 5
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Liz Kunkel, a nutrition and dietetics graduate student and Kendall Williams, a senior kinesiology and sports studies major make dark chocolate cranberry
oatmeal cookies for a healthy cooking 101 class which is offered as part of heart health awareness month in klehm hall on Tuesday. The next healthy
cooking 101 class on March 7, will feature Mediterranean meals.

HERC hosts heart-healthy cooking class
By Loren Dickson
Entertainment Reporter | @DEN_News
Students gathered in Klehm Hall
Tuesday night to prepare a hearthealthy meal and learn more about
heart disease prevention.
It was the first Healthy Cooking Workshop 101 of the semester, themed “Foods Your Heart Will
Love.”
On the menu were turkey chili,
oven-roasted broccoli, and roasted
zucchini with thyme and dark chocolate cranberry oatmeal cookies.
Before the cooking began, Stephanie Mumby, the nutrition promotion coordinator for the Health Education Resource Center, briefly discussed the importance of healthy
eating.
“One in three deaths is caused
by heart disease, and knowing the

warning signs and how to help prevent this is important,” Mumby
said.
She said some of the warning
signs include nausea, light-headedness, shortness of breath, pain in the
jaw and pain in the upper chest area.
“It’s also important to know the
risk factors for heart disease, even at
our age,” she said. “Obesity, smoking, physical inactivity, pre-existing
conditions, and the one we will focus on tonight, our diet, are all factors we should be considering on a
daily basis.”
Some heart-healthy choices people can make are: eating plenty
of fruits and vegetables, choosing
whole grains, getting our protein
from skinless poultry and fish, using
healthy oils and being physically active in general, she said.
After the introduction, students

joined together to prepare a healthy
meal.
Jessica Handley, a senior recreation administration major, said that
this was her first time participating
in a healthy cooking workshop.
“I thought it would be a great
way to learn how to cook healthy
meals for myself,” she said.
Handley said she would like to
learn how to cook mashed potatoes
and pasta, but a healthy version of
them.
“Along with how to cook broccoli, I learned tonight there are many
different ways to help your heart,”
Handley said.
Not only does the HERC put together healthy cooking workshops,
but there are also many upcoming
events that might interest students if
they want to learn more about leading a healthy lifestyle.

Mumby is putting together a grocery store tour that will take place
on Thursday, Feb. 9 at 7 p.m.
“I’m excited for the grocery store
tour because I’ve done this before –
never at Eastern – and the participants really seemed to enjoy themselves and benefit a great deal from
it,” she said.
The HERC also offers free oneon-one consultations for students
who would like to discuss their
needs, wants and goals.
Some upcoming events that students can look forward to are: rubber lovers, partner up with pizza,
myth busting alcohol and the second healthy cooking workshop 101
of the semester on March 7.
Loren Dickson can be reached at
581-2812 or ladickson@eiu.edu.

Read fine print before signing lease
By Leon Mire
Associate News Editor | @DEN_News
Although some students do not concern themselves with legal details before
signing on to a lease for an apartment,
taking the extra time to read and understand the agreement may save renters hassle and money.
Kirsten Bays, interim director of Student Legal Services, said it is important to
carefully review any lease agreement, because it is legally binding and enforceable
once signed.
She said one of the most common

problems students face is with liability. If
a student is sharing an apartment with
other people, they should be sure to see if
the lease requires joint and several liability. “That means all of you and each of you
are liable for the entire amount of rent
and damages,” Bays said. “So if you sign
a lease with three other people, and one
of you quits paying rent, the landlord can
still come after all of you.”
Most leases are joint and several when
there are several roommates, she said, because it is difficult to prove who caused
damage.
Students who have lived in dorms

sometimes think that they will only be responsible for their rent, like in dorms, but
that is not the case, Bays said.
Students looking at a lease can also ask
about the rules for subleasing, or renting
out the apartment to someone else for a
semester or longer.
Most leases say you may only sublease
if you have the written permission of the
landlord and/or the other roommates,
Bays said. “Don’t assume, if you’re graduating early, that you can just find a subletter for sure that works out and you’ll have
no responsibilities,” she said.
One of the most common conflicts be-
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DeVos confirmed eduction secretary

Snow Showers

Cloudy

High: 34°
Low: 18°

High: 25°
Low: 19°

For more weather visit eiu.edu/eiuweather
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Charter school advocate Betsy DeVos
won confirmation as education secretary Tuesday by the slimmest of
margins, pushed to approval only
by the historic tie-breaking vote of
Vice President Mike Pence.
The Senate historian said Pence's
vote was the first by a vice president to break a 50-50 tie on a Cabinet nomination.
Despite the win, DeVos emerged
bruised from the highly divisive
nomination fight. Opposed by half
the Senate, she faced criticism, even
ridicule for lack of experience and
confusion during her confirmation hearing. At one point, she said
some schools should have guns because of the threat of grizzly bears.
President Donald Trump accused
Democrats of seeking to torpedo
education progress. In a tweet before the vote, he wrote, "Betsy DeVos is a reformer, and she is going

to be a great Education Sec. for our
kids!"
DeVos was sworn in hours after the Senate vote by Pence, who
told the new Cabinet member: "I
wasn't just voting for you. Having
seen your devotion to improving
the quality of education for some of
our most vulnerable children across
the nation for so many years, I was
also casting a vote for America's
children."
"I can tell you, my vote for Betsy DeVos was the easiest vote I ever
cast," Pence said.
She now takes the helm of a department charged with implementing laws affecting the nation's
public schools with no direct experience with traditional public
schools. Her opponents noted that
she has no experience running public schools, nor has she attended
one or sent her children to one
She also will have to address sev-
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a statement. "Millions of teachers, parents and students could not
have made their opposition to Betsy DeVos' confirmation any clearer — they do not want someone
whose only education experience is
dismantling public schools."
DeVos supporters, however, saw
her confirmation as an occasion
to breathe new life into a troubled American school system and a
chance to shift power from Washington to the local level.
"She has been a leader in the
movement for public charter
schools — the most successful reform of public education during
the last 30 years," said Sen. Lamar
Alexander, the chairman of the Education Committee. "And she has
worked tirelessly to help low-income children have more choices of
better schools."
DeVos has her work cut out.

Army to allow Dakota pipeline construction
BISMARCK, N.D. (AP) — The
Army said Tuesday that it will allow the $3.8 billion Dakota Access oil pipeline to cross under a
Missouri River reservoir in North
Dakota, clearing the way for completion of the disputed four-state
project.
The Army intends to cancel further environmental study and allow the Lake Oahe crossing as
early as Wednesday, according to
court documents the Justice Department filed that include let-

ters to members of Congress from
Deputy Assistant Army Secretary
Paul Cramer.
The Standing Rock Sioux,
whose reservation is just downstream from the crossing, fears a
leak would pollute its drinking
water. The tribe has led protests
that drew hundreds and at times
thousands of people who dubbed
themselves "water protectors" to
an encampment near the crossing.
ETP says the pipeline is safe.
The court documents filed

Tuesday include a proposed Federal Register notice terminating the
study.
"I have determined that there is
no cause for completing any additional environmental analysis,"
Acting Assistant Army Secretary
Douglas Lamont said in a memo.
North Dakota's congressional
delegation and its governor welcomed the Army's announcement.
But environmental groups, including the Sierra Club, Greenpeace,
Amnesty International USA and

the Center for Biological Diversity, issued statements saying the
Trump administration is putting
corporate profits ahead of the
rights of Native Americans and
the environment.
ETP has been poised to begin
drilling under Lake Oahe as soon
as it has approval. Workers have
drilled entry and exit holes for the
crossing, and oil has been put in
the pipeline leading up to the lake
in anticipation of finishing the
project.

ALL CLASSES ARE FREE - JUST DROP IN!

SRC GROUP FITNESS SCHEDULE
Spring 2017
Classroom: AR = Aerobics Room
Monday

Get social with The Daily Eastern News

eral hot-button issues in higher education, such as rising tuition costs,
growing student debt and the troubled for-profit colleges, many of
which have closed down, leaving
students with huge loans and without a good education or job prospects.
Close attention also will be paid
to how DeVos deals with sexual assault and freedom of speech on
campuses.
Democrats and labor unions vigorously fought the nomination,
suggesting that DeVos would defund traditional public schools by
diverting taxpayers' money to charter and private institutions. They
cited her financial interest in organizations pushing for charter
schools, though she has said she
will divest those interests.
"President Trump's swamp got a
new billionaire today," the Democratic National Committee said in
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Students find opportunities in construction club
By Mallory Kutnick
Campus Report | @DEN_News
For Tina Bien, a senior applied engineering and technology major, being elected secretary of the construction club changed the way she viewed
the world around her.
“I became a demon of perfection,”
she said. “I pay way too much attention to detail.”
Bien, who has attended club meetings every Tuesday for 3.5 years, said
she considers the club a valuable opportunity for work experience and networking.
For Ryan Naples, also a senior applied engineering and technology major, taking on the role of event and activity coordinator was a first step into
leadership and inspired him to become
more involved as a fraternity brother of
Phi Theta Kappa.
For senior applied and engineering
major Read Thomas, however, con-

struction is nothing new.
Naples and Bien’s classmate, Thomas is following in the footsteps of his
father and grandfather before him.
Growing up in a family of construction
workers, he said he sees the construction club as an opportunity to hone his
skills and add to the knowledge he has
amassed from his kin.
Like Naples, Bien and all but two
members of the club, Thomas’ focus on
construction. The club is a recommendation for all in the construction focus.
A hands-on adviser for a hands-on
environment, assistant construction
professor John Cabage, Jr., attends every weekly meeting and works alongside the students.
“I have fun with it,” Cabage said.
Bien, Cabage, Naples and Thomas said the construction club generally
completes one project a month, sometimes more, depending on how much
time it takes to complete a given project. Some projects, they said, take a sin-

gle day, while others take upwards of
three weeks, possibly longer.
The construction club has built
sheds, sidewalks, tables and concrete
driveways.
They will build a canoe as their next
project, and requests are in from two
separate Eastern ecology clubs for a
fence and trash pickup, the construction club members said.
With an executive board that maintains positions for a year instead of a semester, the construction club accepts
nominations and holds elections every
spring. This allows newly-elected board
members the chance to integrate into
their new roles alongside their predecessors.
They will hold nominations next
Tuesday at their set meeting time of 4
p.m. and elections the following Tuesday.
Fees are $10 per semester, which includes T-shirts. Bien said the club has
excess T-shirts, owing to a deal with ap-
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Ryan Naples applied engineering and technology major raises his hand
during the weekly Construction Club meeting held on Tuesday in Klehm
hall to discuss next weeks election nominations and need for club member recruitment. Jake Scarlati, applied engineering and technology major
and vice president of the Construction Club led the meeting.

plied engineering and technology instructor Gabriel Grant, who provided
extra T-shirts in exchange for a new table.

Mallory Kutnick can be reached at
581-2812 or mbkutnick@eiu.edu.

Springfield rally to push for higher ed funding
By Analicia Haynes
Online Editor | @Haynes1943
A rally will be held 1 p.m. Wednesday in the first floor rotunda of the Capitol building in Springfield to advocate for
support for higher education.
The Illinois Coalition to Invest in

Higher Education, an umbrella group
for colleges and universities and their supporters, is hosting the rally. According to a
press release, “as the Legislature starts up
its spring legislative session work, higher
education advocates will be at the Capitol
to remind them of the need for funding.”
The rally will be led by Dave Tretter

of the Federation of Independent Illinois
Colleges and Universities and will host
several speakers who, according to the
press release, “will explain how the longrunning state budget impasse is affecting
the campuses and those who depend on
them.”
After the speeches, participants will

walk through the Capitol to talk with legislators about the need for a funding resolution.
Speakers invited to attend the rally include Tom Cross, chairman of the Illinois
Board of Higher Education; Jack Thomas, Western Illinois University president;
and Eric Zarnikow, executive director of

the Illinois Student Assistance Commission.
The rally follows a larger one that took
place last April led by the Coalition near
the Capitol.
Analicia Haynes can be reached at
581-2812 or achaynes@eiu.edu.

Conference to focus on enrollment management
Staff Report
An annual conference to highlight recruiting, marketing and student success
will be held from 1 to 5 p.m. Wednesday
in the Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union.
According to the enrollment manage-

ment website, the conference offers an opportunity to attend sessions and discuss
ways to “improve relationships with current students, prospective students, alumni and the community.”The conference
will begin with a 10 minute introduction
by President David Glassman, followed
by an opening session called “The True
EIU story: How Data Sets the Stage” at

1:10 p.m.
Beginning at 2 p.m., all of the sessions
will be held in various rooms on the third
floor of the Union. There will be three
session blocks, each with four sessions to
choose from and each approximately one

with student retention, communitybuilding in online graduate programs,
engaging with underrepresented populations, and referring students to support
services. A student panel on transitioning
from undergraduate to graduate school

hour long.
Topics include how faculty can help

will be held beginning at 3:55 p.m.
Check-in begins at 12:30 p.m., but

TARBLE TALKBACK
OPEN MIC NIGHT
FEBRUARY 9, 5-7PM
TARBLE ARTS CENTER, ATRIUM
Share your anecdotes, jokes,
poems, or stories live at the Tarble!

FREE AND OPEN
TO THE PUBLIC

walk-ups are welcome.
The full agenda for the conference can
be found on the enrollment management
website.
The News staff can be reached at 5812812 or dennewsdesk@gmail.com.
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No More Potty Problems

Cindy Huff

Poverty is a
women’s issue
that we must
all work hard
to alleviate
The definition of poverty, according to dictionary.com, is the state or condition of having
little or no money, goods or means of support.
Most of us know what it means. But how many
of us have really given any thought to poverty
and how it affects people?
We probably do not think about poverty unless we are born into an impoverished environment. Poverty is hard on families, especially
women with children. They might be struggling
to survive on their own with minimal education
and no light at the end of the tunnel.
Women who live in poverty must confront issues that most of us never even have to think
about, like whether or not there is enough food
in the house to feed the kids today and the hope
that the two dollars she has left in her purse will
last her until the end of the month when she
gets her next supplement from government assistance.
Poverty has been a women’s issue for a long
time. Women are blamed for having children
that they cannot afford, blamed for marring to
young and for having failed marriages and for
dropping out of high school at the age of sixteen because of pregnancy and never having the
chance to return to school.
Women that live in poverty live in a totally
different environment than the middle and upper class. They count on relationships to keep
them afloat—relationships with friends and other family members who are in the same boat as
they are and understand their situation.
We all understand that education is of paramount importance in fighting poverty; it is
the earnings boost that families living in poverty need to find their way out. Education is the
first step, but it is only a partial cure for poverty.
However, it can certainly improve the quality of life for those that are willing to attempt it.
Even if one or two families make their way out
of poverty by going to college and getting the
degree that they need to get a better job, it is one
or two families that have a chance of a brighter
future. The better educated a person is, the more
likely that they will be able to rise out of poverty
and social despair.
Women are empowered by education; they
become better decision makers and have a higher level of self-confidence. But the best part of
a woman who has a good education is that her
children will more than likely be educated as
well, breaking the chains of poverty for future
generations.
We can help by making a personal commitment and getting involved. We can have bake
sales and car washes to collect money to donate
to our local food pantry or homeless shelters.
We can volunteer a few hours of our time anywhere it might be needed to help the povertystricken in our communities. We can also contact our local departments of social services to
see what we can do to help someone in need.
Remember, nothing changes unless we all
join together to help make the change.
Cindy Huff is an aging studies graduate
student. She can be reached at 581-2812 or
clhuff2@eiu.edu.
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Staff Editorial

Housing and Dining Guide a service for students
Today’s edition of The Daily Eastern News will arrive in string-tied bundles as it usually does. But as
the News staff prepares today’s edition, we are also
putting the finishing touches on our supplemental
Housing and Dining Guide, which will be delivered
in the same tidy string-tied bundles for distribution
at every newsstand on campus.
Our Housing and Dining Guide is produced
once a year in the spring semester and is designed
to stay on shelves for a long time. This supplement
is designed to give students a better, more in-depth
look into Eastern’s residence halls and dining areas
throughout the year.
Why spring, though? Consider when you first
visited Eastern. Chances are you stepped on campus sometime in the fall for a tour or two, but if you
are like the editorial staff you probably spent a little
more time on campus when you came back in the
spring to sign up for your first classes and get your
first PantherCard.
At this point your decision to attend Eastern
was a little more solid. You were not just wandering about in a tour group ogling the library and the
Doudna steps; you were setting foot in Ninth Street
Hall or your departmental advisory office to look

at the class listings and discuss your plans as if they
were about to happen.
Making that final leap to attend a college can be
scary. Where will you live? What’s the best building for you? What kind of meal plan will you need?
Mom and dad might want to know what amenities you will have access to as an on-campus student.
So you look at Housing and Dining’s website,
but you already knew about everything there. Stevenson is the tall one that you cannot live in as an
underclassman, Pemberton is only for women and
so on.
But what do you see on your way back from your
first meeting with your adviser? A Housing and
Dining Guide! You pick it up and thumb through
it.
We understand that you probably did not make
any major decisions based upon the Housing and
Dining Guide. If we at least helped make some decisions easier or more informed, or even if we provided a little emotional support to that family with
the nervous incoming freshman, then we have done
our jobs.
The Housing and Dining Guide does not just
appear around tour times, though. It sticks around

for the benefit of current students. Maybe you want
a change of scenery next year. You might be tired
of living in a crowded residence hall, or you might
be burning through your Dining Dollars, so you
glance at the Housing and Dining Guide to see if
it gets you thinking about what you need to change
next school year.
Before we started producing this year’s Housing and Dining Guide, we were concerned that we
would have problems in production. Advertisement
revenue is a major part of our operation. Our daily advertisements are what keeps us afloat day-today, and while we have a steady stream of dedicated
advertisements in our regular editions, we thought
we would not have enough advertisements to produce a Housing and Dining Guide and remain in
the black.
Ultimately, we decided to go through with the
supplement. Our primary function as a university newspaper is to educate the readers, not to make
money. If we lose money on a supplement, we can
always rest easy that our readers are informed.
The daily editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Daily Eastern News.

Trump, Pruitt’s EPA stances cause for concern
“Nothing in the world is more dangerous than
sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity.” This
strong quote from Martin Luther King Jr. was used
by an article published by Forbes on Feb. 5th. The
quote speaks loudly at the current denial of science
and proliferation of false information in the Donald
Trump administration.
America is currently spreading a culture of indoctrination; the availability of the internet allows anyone to access whatever information they care to see.
Most individuals only look for information that fits
their strong static political views. This causes individuals to pick and choose between what is fact and fiction based on their current agenda and preconceived
views.
This type of denial has led to what is currently
called the anti-enlightenment movement, a biased
perspective that has seen no change in beliefs. These
beliefs have currently stemmed from the far-right,
which has also created this growing denial of climate
change even though there is an immense amount of
research and evidence demonstrating otherwise.
The public witnessed Trump’s commentary towards climate change. Trump claimed during one
of the debates that climate change was a fabricated
hoax made by the Chinese. Broad and childish statements like these somehow get a pass with his sup-

Juan Nevarez
port base; they continue to follow his actions with
much enthusiasm.
According to an article by The Washington Post
published on Dec. 8th, 2016, Trump’s appointee
Scott Pruitt, slated to lead the Environmental Protection Agency, is just one of his climate change deniers that has continually fought to deregulate the
EPA—the very agency he was appointed to lead. A
New York Times article published on Feb. 5th said
that Pruitt wants to slash climate change regulation,
cut the agency staff and weaken its ability to regulate.
Trump stated that “what they do is a disgrace. Every week they come out with new regulations.” He
denies that the EPA serves as a monitoring and regulatory agency to make sure that the public has clean

air and water. Trump is also looking to add more executive actions to remove former president Barack
Obama’s carbon dioxide regulations.
What is also noteworthy is that if he repeals the
Clean Power Plan, it would allow for his administration to control the climate regulations, since it no
longer has an obligation to continue monitoring or
regulating greenhouse gas emissions in the atmosphere.
Pruitt’s stance is that the new regulation implemented for Trump will not protect the environment
as strictly as Obama’s regulations have, and that regulations will be more beneficial to business. The removal of regulations will also allow for coal plants to
continue operating, which are the jobs Trump has
discussed bringing back.
The issue with these jobs is that they are not environmentally friendly, and eventually will cease to
exist with the rise of new technology. This is an issue for the older generation of labor workers that exist since they can no longer adapt to a change in operation, and it is necessary to understand both sides
of the issue.
Juan Nevarez is a senior psychology major. He
can be reached at 581-2812 or
jnnevarez@eiu.edu.
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Students have multiple ways to serve senior citizens
By Kalyn Hayslett
Editor-in-Chief | @DEN_news
Whether it is delivering books to
nursing homes or making crafts with seniors, students have a chance to volunteer in five different activities focused on
helping senior citizens throughout the
month of February.
Crystal Brown, assistant director of
civic engagement and volunteerism, said
the office noticed students’ interest in
helping senior citizens grow and wanted
to offer as many service projects to meet
their need.
“Over the years the interest of our student body changes. As an example, four
years ago when I started, we had a huge
interest in conservation work, and now
the culture’s changing and that has decreased a little bit, but now we see an increase in seniors,” Brown said.
The volunteerism office partnered
with the Charleston Carnegie Library for
the Grandma’s Got Gmail and the book
delivery program.
Friday at 2 p.m. kick-starts the
Grandma’s Got Gmail service, where
students spend an hour helping senior
citizens fix any technological problems
they have ranging from cell phones, Kin-

»

dles or social media, Brown said.
Brown said knowing how to operate
Kindles and Facebook are popular issues
for seniors, but students do not need to
know how to operate all devices. As long
as they can offer some help and are flexible, they can participate by emailing volunteer@eiu.edu.

Brown said.
The volunteers do not need to bring
any devices to help; the seniors will bring
their own devices or use ones that belong
to the library.
The volunteerism office did not start
the program, but as more students and
seniors enjoyed it, the office took it over

ton Carnegie Library.
The book delivery happens once a
month. Students can participate on February 21.
Students can also help make crafts
with senior citizens in the Arbor Rose
Memory Care Homes, where most of
the residents suffer from Alzheimer’s dis-

“They are a fun group to work with; they usually have funny stories to tell,”
-Crystal Brown, assistant director of the civic engagement and volunteerism office
“Student volunteers do not have to
have knowledge on all of those areas;
if they’re just savvy with Facebook and
iPads, great, then we will partner them
with seniors who need that specific skill
set,” Brown said.
There is no set number of volunteers
needed, but if more volunteers sign up, it
will help evenly distribute the work and
guarantee all of the seniors receive help,
Brown said.
“It’s just nice to have that pool of student volunteers. As seniors need assistance, we can call and say, ‘hey are you
available Friday afternoon or Tuesday
evening to come for an hour to help,’”

and continued it throughout the years,
Brown said.
“I believe it was a grant partnership
between Charleston and Eastern Illinois
University Library, and from there they
reached out to us for volunteers for it,”
Brown said. “There was a need and the
students enjoyed it, so we just continued
that partnership on our own with the
Charleston Carnegie Library.”
“They are a fun group to work with;
they usually have funny stories to tell,”
Brown said.
Students can also help deliver and
pick up library books for seniors who
may not have transportation or are not
physically able to make it to the Charles-

ease and dementia.
Volunteers can interact with the seniors by making holiday–themed arts
and craft projects for an hour.
Beth Gillespie, director of the office
of civic engagement and volunteerism,
said it is a great way to not only help encourage the senior citizens, but it can be
chance to learn from their experiences.
“It is just a really easy way to brighten up someone else’s day,” Gillespie said.
“People who are struggling with Alzheimer’s and dementia can’t remember
what happened this morning or what
they did yesterday, but they can remember things that happened a long time
ago, so it just a really good chance to

pects to academic programs the statements cannot take into consideration.
“We need to figure out how to present that information, what kind of research we need to do to document that
fact,” he said. “Now’s our chance to
sort of articulate in the varying ways in
which we disagree with those conclusions.”
When concentrating on the actual
recommendations, Wharram said the
subcommittee needs to look at the process in the sense of where it thinks they
fall short, whether in analysis of the data
or omission of important criteria.
He said omissions made by the

Workgroup could be simply because it
did not have time to consider them.
The Faculty Senate and the subcommittee, on the other hand, have been
thinking about them for quite a while,
Wharram said.
Wharram said one of these considerations includes the fact that Eastern
could have an edge in recruiting students interested in philosophy, since
Western Illinois University cut its program.
Senate member Stefan Eckert said the
faculty referendum will help.
“The profit/loss (statements) obviously have led Workgroup no. 7 to high-

light philosophy, but they were not supposed to use that as their only criteria,”
he said.
Also at the meeting, the senate voted to endorse and draft a letter supporting Illinois State University’s Academic
Senate.
ISU’s Academic Senate wrote a letter
regarding a potential increase of health
care costs to state employees as a result
of a proposal being discussed.
The proposal would double monthly premium contributions as early as FY
2017 if an employee keeps their current
health plan. It would also let the state
increase premium contributions up to

ask them about their family or ask them
about their career because until the very
last stages of Alzheimer’s and dementia,
(memories) are very clear and very easy
to talk about.”
Students are encouraged to register
now for the next activity time with seniors in Arbor Rose held February 16.
Students can also participate in the
same craft activity with seniors in the
Life’s Journey Senior Living Facility in
Mattoon.
Peace Meals is another chance for
students to help serve senior citizens
in nursing homes by helping prep and
manage the salad bar. Students can participate on February 15.
“As our students age and mature,
you start to realize how valuable your
grandparents are and how limited your
time may be with them,” Gillespie said.
“I think seniors need and deserve that
kindness and compassion for the life
they have lived, the days they filled, the
wisdom that they have and wanting a
chance to learn from them.”
Kalyn Hayslett can be reached at 5812812 or kehayslett@eiu.edu.

Faculty

CONTINUED FROM PAGE1
It was suggested the Faculty Senate
follow the same deadline.
Senate member C.C. Wharram said
the subcommittee will start looking
at the recommendations to see what it
thinks of them.
“We’ve looked at them, obviously,
since we’ve been a part of this process for
a while, and we clearly have some difference of opinions with regards to how
certain criteria were used to make decisions, but beyond that we’re at the opening stages,” he said.
Wharram said it is not simply a matter of disagreeing with the profit/loss
statements; it was also that there are as-
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10 % for FY 2018 and FY 2019, according to the letter.
“These increases would unduly burden our employees and their families,”
the letter said. “...Please do not pass the
cost of our state’s budget crisis onto our
hard-working employees who daily put
the State of Illinois first.”
The Faculty Senate will add a statement at the beginning of the letter reaffirming what ISU’s Academic Senate
said and send it to local and state representatives and the governor.
Cassie Buchman can be reached at 5812812 or cjbuchman@eiu.edu.
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Rosie O'Donnell to play
Steve Bannon on SNL
NEW YORK (AP) — On
the heels of actress Melissa McCarthy's caustic portrayal of White House Press
Secretar y Sean Spicer on
"Saturday Night Live," comedienne Rosie O'Donnell
says she's available to play
President Donald Trump's
controversial adviser Steve
Bannon.

On her Twitter feed Monday night, O'Donnell responded to suggestions that
she play Bannon by saying
"available — if called I will
serve."
McCar thy lampooned
Sp i c e r l a s t we e k e n d i n a
"Saturday Night Live"
sketch where she taunted reporters as "losers," fired a

water gun at the press corps
and used the lectern to ram
a Wall Street Journal journalist.
O ' Do n n e l l a n d Tr u m p
have publicly feuded in
the past, with Trump making derogator y comments
abou t O'Do nnell's looks
and weight.

news broadcasts throughout tro for years. Berry also had
the day. Berry, 30, will discuss given birth to Castro's daughdetails of a different northeast- ter in 2006.
Berry and DeJesus wrote a
ern Ohio missing-person case
each day and talk about how book together about their orviewers can help the families of deals. Knight, who legally
the missing and the investiga- changed her name to Lily Rose
Lee, wrote a separate book
tors searching for them.
Berry, who disappeared a about her experience.
Castro, who kidnapped the
day before her 17th birthday
in 2003, has become an advo- victims between 2002 to 2004,
cate for the missing since she hanged himself in his cell after
escaped her captor's shuttered he pleaded guilty to a long list
home in May 2013 and made of charges and was sentenced
a dramatic call to authorities: to life plus 1,000 years in pris"Help me! I'm Amanda Berry. on.
Berry said her life now is
I've been kidnapped, and I've
been missing for 10 years, and full of normal activities like
grocery shopping, dealing with
I'm here. I'm free now."
The
NewGina
YorkDeJesus
Times and
Syndication
Sales school
Corporation
her daughter's
and apBerry,
620 Knight
Eighth had
Avenue,
York, N.Y.and
10018
pointments,
spending
Michelle
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For
Information
Call:time
1-800-972-3550
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held
by Ariel Cas-
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1 Bee

ball?
6 Somewhat
10 Historian’s
focus
14 Sarcastic
“Amazing!”
15 Hedonistic sort
16 Janis’s spouse
in the comics
17 The new dentist
wanted to
make a good
…
20 Gymnast’s
asset
21 Secret group in
“The Da Vinci
Code”
22 Important
contacts
23 Kind of cross or
yogurt
24 The dentist
helped the
patient afford
the visit with a
…
28 Previously,
previously
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currency
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bar?
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traveling
Dispatched, as
a dragon
Young sea lion
Big D.C. lobby
Rogen of
“Sausage
Party”
The dentist
sorted all
the bristled
instruments
into …
“Too rich for
my blood”
Flub
Super 8
alternative
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Burst out
laughing
When it was
time for the
filling, the
dentist asked
for, well, …
“Diana” singer
Paul
Like Mother
Hubbard’s
cupboard
Insurance giant
Capone’s
nemesis
Call in court
A workout
works one up

DOWN
1 Loose

change
“collector”
2 Fillmore’s party
3 Prefix with
cultural
4 Decline again
5 Parceling (out)
6 ___ ant
7 Word after
carrot or muffin
8 Night light up
north
9 Intensify
10 It’ll open many
doors
11 Like much of
Arizona
12 Plum used to
flavor gin
13 Singer Tennille
18 By ___ (alone)
19 Good name for
a plaintiff?
23 Die
24 Pentagon V.I.P.s
25 Belarussian
money

Beautiful 1 and 2 bedroom apartments. Cathedral ceilings, walk-in
closets, fitness center, sundeck,
trash, water included. Very clean,
safe, quiet environment. Great for
grad students, upperclassmen, or
non-traditional students. Short and
long term leases. Best prices in
town. 815-600-3129. Leave message.
_________________________ 2/9
Awesome 3 bedroom townhouse.
Call 24 hours for details.
(217) 549-2668.
________________________ 2/28
Leasing for 2017-2018 affordable
1& 2 bedroom apartments, 6 & 4
bedroom house near campus great
location, Village Rentals
(217) 345-2516
________________________ 2/21

Captive survivor uses TV
role to help raise awarness
CLEVELAND (AP) — A
woman who escaped a home
where she and two others were
held captive for a decade is
joining a Cleveland television
station to bring attention to
other missing-persons cases in
a daily segment.
As the new host of the segment on WJW-TV, Amanda
Berry said she wants to help locate missing people and support their families.
"When I was missing, the
people who were looking for
me never gave up," she said.
"My wish is that this segment
will not only help find those
who are missing but offer hope
for the loved ones who are
looking for them."
The segment will air on

IF YOU THOUGHT ALL THE
“GOOD” HOMES WERE GONE FOR
NEXT YEAR COME SEE THIS
HOUSE! LOOKING FOR A BIG
HOUSE AND AWESOME LOCATION FOR FALL 2017? 6 Bedroom
House, Close to Campus & Huge
Bedrooms at 1024 6th Street.
THIS HOME WON’T LAST LONG!
CALL NOW FOR A SHOWING:
815-717-8995.
________________________ 2/14
OUR MOST POPULAR, “WAITLISTED” HOME JUST BECAME
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2017! 6
Bedroom House located at 1024
6th Street. Huge Deck, Big Covered Front Porch, Large Bedrooms, Tons of Parking & Close to
Campus! Call 708-772-3711 to
schedule a tour and info!
________________________ 2/14
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Atlas extra
Barack Obama,
astrologically
Kidney-related
Buffalo pro
Bunkers
MMM
Shape of the
world
Friskies rival
All plane
attendants in
attendance

1-2 PERSON RENTALS

www.woodrentals.com
Call for appointment to view!

1512 A Street / 345-4489

1520 9th Street

4 BR, 2 BA
Stove, frig, microwave,
Dishwasher, W/D,
Central A/C & Heat

1306 Arthur Ave

1 BR, 1 BA & 2 BR, 2 BA
Stove, frig, microwave,
Dishwasher, W/D,

2 BR, 1 BA
Stove, frig, microwave,
Laundry on premises

905 A Street

47

60

27

Fall 2017. Very nice houses, townhouses, and apartments for 1-8
people. 1-3 blocks from campus.
Rent $250 - $400 per person. Call
(217) 493-7559.
www.myeiuhome.com
_________________________ 5/1

10 Year Price ROLLBACK!

43

46

58

26

STUDIO, 1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS AVAILABLE. FALL 2017.
Great locations. Please contact us
for more information.
(217) 348-8249 or visit our website
at ppwrentals.com
________________________ 3/13

NEED 6 BEDROOMS? DRIVE BY
THIS HOUSE!!! 1024 6th STREET.
ANNUAL WAIT-LISTED HOUSE
NOW AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2017!
CALL 708-772-3711 FOR TOURS
AND INFO.
________________________ 2/14

39

42
45

Spring, Summer and Fall 1, 2, 3 & 4
bedroom apartments, as low as
$222.50. Some close to campus
Carlyle Apartments. (217) 348-7746
www.CharlestonILApts.com
________________________ 3/15

34

41

44

Recently Remodeled Student Rental (217) 962-0790
________________________ 3/10

Close to campus. Nice, clean apartments. 1 and 2 bedroom. Starting
at $250 a bedroom. For spring semester 2017, fall semester 2017. No
pets. Fully furnished except beds.
Off-street parking and laundry onsite. Some restrictions do apply. Call
or text (314) 334-3994.
_________________________ 5/2

2001 S 12th Street

21

25

Looking for 3-4 responsible students to rent a nice house affordable for the right party interested in
pursuing an education at Eastern
call (217) 345-2516
________________________ 2/21

13
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22

51
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For rent

16
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24
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No. 0104

15

17

For rent

54

Word in
some French
restaurant
names

Some luxury
bags

55

Franklin’s flier

49

Short amount
of time?

56

51

Cannon on
screen

What’s got the
upper hand?

52

Best of the
best

57

Surveyor’s map

Big laughs

59

53

Numero after
due

45

Congo ape

46

Where fashions
debut

47

Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 7,000 past
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Read about and comment on each puzzle: nytimes.com/wordplay.
Crosswords for young solvers: nytimes.com/studentcrosswords.

1 BR, 1 BA
Stove, frig, microwave,
Dishwasher, W/D
Garages available

117 W Polk

1 BR, 1 BA
Stove, frig, microwave,
Dishwasher, W/D

217-348-7746
Office: 820 Lincoln Avenue
www.CharlestonILApts.com
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Track, field earns 13th school record
By Kaitlin Cordes
Track and Field Reporter | @DEN_Sports
Sophomore Jocelyn Mendoza, seniors
Dhiaa Dean, Kristen Paris and Julie James’
recent record-breaking distance medley performance at Notre Dame provided the Panthers with their 13th school record broken
so far in the 2016-2017 indoor track season.
The 11 minute, 41.99 second relay marked the 10th broken school record
for the women alone. This is James’ second school record earned this season as
she holds the fifth all-time record in the
800-meter run.
The only other woman to break two
school records in the duration of this season is senior Bryn Buckwalter. Buckwalter

is second all-time in the women’s shot put
event with a throw of 49’07.75” and third
all-time in weight throw at 57’11.25”.
Fellow thrower and senior Nicolette Diana holds Eastern’s 10th place school record
in the weight throw with her 53’10.25” toss
at the EIU Early Bird meet in Dec. 2016.
Seniors Ruth and Rachel Garippo have
also set records in two distance events.
Ruth now holds the third overall record in the 3,000-meter run with a time of
9:56.88 she earned at the Indiana Relays in
Jan. Rachel is Eastern’s sixth-place record
holder in the 5,000-meter run with a time
of 17:25.57.
Juniors Darneisha Spann and Stephanie
Dominguez each also earned school records
at the Indiana Relays in their respective
events. Spann is the sixth all-time 60-meter

hurdler after her 8.60-second race on Jan.
28. Dominguez also earned a sixth place
spot in the 600-meter run with her recordbreaking time of 1:37.40.
Senior Anita Shaffa is the second-place
all-time as a 60-meter dash runner after her 7.56-second run at the Illini Classic. Senior Riley McInerney and sophomore
Adam Kessler round up track and field’s record setters for the indoor season so far.
McInerney has earned two school records
in the mile run and the 3,000-meter run.
He is fifth all-time in the mile with a time
of 4:05.81 and eighth in the 3,000-meter
dash with a time of 8:15.75. McInerney’s
father, John, also holds a ninth-place school
record in the mile (4:08.5).
Kessler has found himself holding the
ninth overall school record in the shot put

with his 54’08.00” throw at the Panthers’
season opener. Kessler came close to his record-shattering throw again at the John
Craft Invite where he threw 54’02.50”.
Senior Riley Kittridge said in an interview following the John Craft Invite that
one of his biggest goals this season is to
break a school record, a feat he achieved last
season in the shot put. He threw 57’00.25”
and came close to his record in the Notre
Dame Meyo Invite which was 56’02.00”.
The Panthers will continue their quest
for school records this Friday and Saturday
when they travel to compete in the Grand
Valley State meet in Michigan.
Kaitlin Cordes can be reached at 581-2812
or krcordes@eiu.edu.

Swimmers gear towards final meet, Summit League
By Tyler McCluskey
Assistant Sports Editor | @McCluskeySports
The Summit League Championships are
just around the corner. In another week,
the Panthers will travel to Indianapolis,
Ind. to do what they have been working up
to all season.
The last time the Panthers were in action
was on Jan. 28 against Valparaiso. Other
teams that swam their meets that day were:
Western Illinois who took on Washington
University where both the men and women lost, South Dakota State who lost to
North Dakota, a conference matchup with
the women of Omaha and South Dakota
which saw Omaha coming out on top with

a 158.5-141.5 victory.
Western Illinois on Feb. 3, the men and
women lost to the University of Iowa and
Northern Iowa.
The next day, South Dakota and South
Dakota State took part in the Minnesota Challenge that consisted of 18 schools.
Erin Kleiner of South Dakota earned the
Summit League swimmer of the week for
her performance in the Minnesota Challenge.
Sh e w o n i n t h e 2 0 0 - y a rd In d i v i d u al Medley with a time of 2:11.84. For the
men’s side, SDSU’s Matt Carpenter recorded two first place finishes in the Minnesota Challenge in the 200-yard backstroke
and the 500-yard freestyle with times of

1:55.83 and 4:40.30, respectively.
In last year’s Summit League Championship, both the Panther men’s and women’s
swim teams finished in sixth place.
Senior Brogan O’Doherty had the highest finish with a fourth-place finish in the
200-yard backstroke in the time of 1:50.19.
This season, O’Doherty’s fastest time in
the same event came against Ball State on
Jan. 20 in the time of 1:59.63.
Junior Steve Fishman in the same event
took sixth-place with a time of 1:51.27.
Junior Brandon Robbins broke a Panther
record in the 200-breaststroke touching the
wall at 2:04.57, which was an eighth-place
finish.
Sophomore Lauren Oostman earned
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a Panther record in the 200-yard backstroke with a time of 2:03.32. Senior Fallyn
Schwake took 11th place in the 1650-yard
freestyle in 17:44.76.
Denver came away with wins for both
the men’s and women’s teams. The Denver
men had a total of 975.5 points while the
next closest team was IUPUI with 642.5.
On the women’s side, Denver had 1066
points and the next closest was SDSU with
534.5. The Panthers men and women’s
teams had 229.5 and 213.5, respectively.
The Summit League Championship begins on Feb. 15 and goes until the 18.
Tyler McCluskey can be reached at 5812812 or at trmccluskey@eiu.edu.
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Panthers face crucial upcoming game
Eastern travels to
Tennessee- Martin
for matchup of
two 4-7 teams
By Mark Shanahan
Women’s Basketball Reporter | @DEN_
Sports
The Eastern women’s basketball
team will continue its pursuit of a
berth to the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament with rematch on
the road against Tennessee-Martin.
The Panthers (8-15, 4-7 OVC)
are on the road for just one game
before returning back to Lantz
Arena for two games. This game
serves as a rematch between the
two teams, which saw Eastern use
a strong overtime performance to
defeat the Skyhawks 80-70 on Jan.
18.
The Skyhawks will be a different team than the Panthers saw
last meeting as they have won
three of their last four since then.
Tennessee-Mar tin and Eastern
along with Southeast Missouri and
Tennessee State are all tied for the
tournaments final seed with five
games left to play.
The Panthers won their last
meeting, knocking off Tennessee
Tech 54-46 at home on Saturday
afternoon.
Junior Grace Lennox and sen i o r Er i c a Brow n l e d t h e w a y
for the Panthers each scoring 13
points. Eastern had a season high
14 steals in the game led by freshman Danielle Berry who had four.
The Panthers played a clean
game in the victory with a season
low 10 turnovers and held Tennessee Tech to just 46 points which
is the lowest Eastern has held and
opponent to all year.
Lennox leads Eastern with 15.8
points and 3.5 assists per game.
Brown is averaging 11.6 points
and 8.1 rebounds per game.
The Skyhawks (7-17, 4-7 OVC)

FILE PHOTO | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Junior Grace Lennox surveys the court for the Panthers. Lennox is the team’s leading scorer averaging 15.8 points per game on 43.9 percent shooting.

picked up a 66-56 home victory
over Eastern Kentucky in their last
outing.
Tennessee-Martin had three different players reach double figures led by Ashton Feldhaus with
a game high 18 points and nine
rebounds. Feldhaus picked up her
fourth straight OVC Newcomer
of the Week honor after the performance. Janekia Mason tallied
14 points and nine rebounds and
Kendall Spray had 11 points.
Sp r a y w a s o n f i r e f r o m t h e
3-point line in the last meeting between the two teams. She
was 8-for-14 and finished with a
game high 33 points in the over-

time loss. Spray was the only one
to find success from the 3-point
line in the game for a team that is
known for its shooting.
Tennessee-Martin is at the top
of the OVC in 3-point field goals
made, they average 8.4 per game.
Wednesday will be the 49th
meeting between the two teams
with Tennessee-Martin holding a
30-18 series lead.
Home court has been valuable
for the Skyhawks in this series
having won seven straight against
the Panthers in the Elam Center.
For the Panthers, freshman Allison Van Dyke led them in the
last meeting with 23 points in the

GAME 24
TENNESSEE- MARTIN
VS.
EASTERN ILLINOIS

7-17, 4-7

6 P.M.WEDNESDAY
MARTIN, TENN.

overtime victory.
Both teams are near the bottom
of the league in rebounding, but
the Skyhawks are last in the OVC
in both offensive and defensive rebounding.
Eastern dominated this category when they met in January, outrebounding Tennessee-Martin 5337.

8-15, 4-7

Brow n l e a d s t h e c o n f e re n c e
with her 8.1 rebounds per game.
The crucial game for conference
standings is set to begin at 6 p.m.
in Martin, Tenn.
Mark Shanahan can be
reached at 581-2812 or
mmshanahan@eiu.edu.

Tennis off to best start in three years
Panthers undefeated through first five matches
By Parker Valentine
Women’s Tennis Reporter
As the women’s tennis team
gets deeper into their season, each
meet seems to show even more
progress than the last.
The Panthers are off to their
strongest start since the 2014 season. In 2014 they started 6-0 and
are one win behind tying that record this season.
The team has gotten even stronger as the season has progressed.
This past weekend at Bradley, then
at IUPUI, the Panthers dropped
only one match collectively. The
Panthers went a collective 12-0 in
singles and 5-1 in doubles play.
“The expectations continue to
increase. We expect to get better and better after each week of
practice,” senior Kamile Stadalninkaite said. Stadalninkaite’s favorite event is doubles, where her
and partner junior Grace Summers, are 4-1 on the season.
A l t h o u g h t h e Pa n t h e r s h a ve

achieved great success so far this
season, their season goals aren’t
nearly completed.
“Our goal is to pull out the
close matches, and then also
to make it to the conference tournament and win it this year,” Said
Summers.
Summers is 4-1 in singles play
this season. After bouncing back
from a week one loss against
So u t h e r n Il l i n o i s - C a r b o n d a l e ,
Summers hasn’t looked back. She
has won four straight matches.
The No.1 position for the Panthers is senior Kelly Iden. From
her No. 1 spot, Iden has remained
undefeated throughout the season (5-0), facing some of the other
teams’ toughest competition.
Although the upper classmen
have had solid seasons, success on
the Panthers is not based on age.
Two strong contributors on the
team are freshmen Stella Cliffe
and Emily Pugachevsky, both of
whom are undefeated. Cliffe has
held down the No. 3 spot all sea-

son and has achieved a record of
5-0.
Pugachevsky saw her first action of the season against Wright
State. She has remained undefeated since then, earning a record of
3-0 in singles competition. She is
also undefeated in doubles play,
where she and partner sophomore
Shristi Slaria hold a record of 2-0.
“The younger contributors add

Coach Emily Wang has instilled
a strong sense of discipline in this
group of athletes.
“ Win or lose there is always
something to be learned. Even
when we win 7-0, a lot of the
m a t c h e s a re c l o s e a n d w e p i n
point strategies or techniques that
we need to improve upon the following week of practice,” Wang
said.

"The expectations continue to increase. We expect to get better and better after each week of
practice"
Kamile Stadalninkaite, senior
enthusiasm and enjoyment to the
team, which help increase our energy and competitive-edge,” Iden
said. “I knew from our first team
practice in the fall that we were
going to be a successful team. We
are a hard-working team motivated and excited to achieve our goals
this spring.”

Although Wang stresses discipline and growth, she still leaves
room to have some fun, especially with the success this team has
achieved.
“Every once in a while I will
reward them with a game day at
practice or ice cream on the road,”
said Wang. “The biggest treat is to

continue winning and dominate
once we get into the co- detente
portion of our season.”
Having fun is not lost on the
players either. “One of my favorite
parts of being a part of this team
is all the jokes and fun we have
while we are on the road. We are a
unique team,” said Slaria.
As seniors, Iden and Stadalninkaite understand as well as anybody, the importance of this bond.
“We are a very close team both
o n a n d o f f t h e c o u r t . Of f t h e
court, we spend a lot of time together including going to other sporting events, helping in the
community, and having team dinners,” Iden said.
“ Fr o m f r e s h m e n t o s e n i o r s
we are all equally friends off the
court. We care a lot about each
other and it translates on to the
court when we compete,” Stadalninkaite said.
Parker Valentine can be reached at
581-2812 or pivalentine@eiu.edu.
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Student Legal Services
offers leasing advice
Continued from page 1
Students should document any damage in photographs and in writing, she said, so they will not
have to pay for the damages when they move out.
A variety of other common issues fall under
special conditions clauses, Bays said, including
rules on pets, smoking, visitors and parties. “You
need to read all of those and make sure you can
live with those terms,” she said, “and the consequences if you don›t.”Bays advised that if the
landlord has promised anything verbally, students
should also ask to have it included as part of the
written lease. “Never function with a verbal promise, because they are likely not enforceable,” she
said.
Bays offered some more general advice to students feeling overwhelmed by their lease agreement. Her first advice is not to rush into signing anything, especially since there is no housing
shortage at the time. In fact, signing a lease with

roommates too early can cause problems, she said.
“If you sign a lease in October for the next
school year, many times what you want or what
your roommates want has changed, but you›re already bound to a legal document, ” Bays said.
While many students are eager to get their own
apartment, Bays said they should not forget the
advantages of on-campus housing. If roommates
have constant conflict, they can usually be reassigned to another dorm, which is not usually possible off campus.
A last piece of advice from Bays: invite your
parents before renting. Many parents are surprised
to find their son or daughter has entered into an
agreement without consulting them, she said, but
parents often know what to look for from previous experience renting.
If any Eastern student has questions about a
lease they are considering signing, Bays said they

S E C TI O N B

IN THIS ISSUE
‘Minister of Meat ‘
Meet Kelly Brewster, ordained
minister and Stevenson
Dining Center chef.

PAGE 4B
are welcome to visit Student Legal Service, located
on the second floor of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union, next to the Adult/Commuter
Lounge. Bays is the only staff attorney on campus.
Students can schedule an appointment on the
Student Legal Service website or visit without an
appointment during the open legal clinic from
noon to 2 p.m. most Wednesdays. The service is
free of charge to Eastern students.
Bays said she also regularly helps students having legal issues with their landlord, such as lawsuits or threats of eviction. Although she cannot
go to court with students, she can offer advice and
reach out to landlords to try to settle disputes.
“I am very happy to help,” Bays said.
Leon Mire can be reached
at 581-2812 or lkmire@eiu.edu.

Are you reading the fine print?
Many people neglect to read an entire leasing agreement and only
glance at the fine print before signing a legally binding document
Special rules:

Are there rules against
pets? Smoking? Visitors?
Make sure you can live
with the rules.

Security deposit:

What specifically do you
need to do to get your
deposit back after you
leave?

Verbal promises.:

If the landlord promises
to fix anything or make
payment deals, get it in
writing.

Subleasing:

See whose permission you
need before you can rent
out your place to someone
else (sublease).

Joint and several liability:

This means every person
on the lease is responsible
for damages, even if they
did not cause them.

RAs learn
about
SafeZone
By Kennedy Nolen
Multicultural Reporter | @KennedyNolenEIU
To be open and welcoming to Eastern’s diverse
community, SafeZone training helps resident assistants understand the people who will be living on
their floor throughout the year, Mark Hudson, the
Director of Housing and Dining Services, said.
Hudson said SafeZone training helps everyone understand terminology as well as issues the LGBTQA
community might face. He said Eastern’s staff needs
to be in tune with being supportive for all students.
The Gender and Sexual Diversity Advisory Committee, made up of staff, faculty and students, is the
team who trains RAs and all of those who take part in
the SafeZone training.
The advisory committee does special training sessions for the RAs at the beginning of the year, Ward
said. The program has since been revamped, and new
sessions have been created for specific issues on topics
such as transgenderism and asexuality, she said.
Hudson said RAs have told him the training program was eye-opening and very informative in regards to terminology and understanding problems
the LGBTQA community faces.
Jessica Ward, coordinator for the EIU Center for
Gender and Sexual Diversity, said all RAs have gone
through the training for the past three or four years.
Since RAs interact with many students, they engage in a lot of diversity training, she said.
“You don’t get to pick people on your floor or in
your community,” Ward said
As a society, there have been many changes, such
as gay marriage being legalized and more trans people popping up in the media, Ward said. She said it
is hard to say if SafeZone has been the primary reason for the change in the outlook on the LGBTQA
community.
Hudson said he would like all students across campus to take the SafeZone training, because it is a life
skill. He said as society becomes more diverse and
globalized, it comes in handy to understand people’s
challenges.
Someone may say something as a joke, but it may
be offensive to someone else, Hudson said.
“Words are impactful. I think people need to be
aware of that and pay attention to how they make
people feel,” he said.
Hudson said he encourages all to be universally
kind.
Kennedy Nolen can be
reached at 521-2812
or kdnolen@eiu.edu.
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Stephanie
Mumby,
nutrition
promotion
coordinator
offers tips for
students to
remain on a
healthy diet
while living
on and off
campus.
Additional resources
included: myplate.gov and
eiu.edu/herc/nutrition.php

On Campus

Healthy Eating Tips

Plan ahead

Read the online menus for the
dining halls and the food court so
you pick healthier meal options.
Think ahead before you walk into
the dinning hall and are tempted
by unhealthy options.

Follow the Myplate guidelines
Half of your plate should contain
vegetables and fruits. Do not just
stick with one color for either the
fruits or vegetables instead try a
variety of colors.Choose meats that
are lean like turkey, chicken, beans
and fish. Pick low fat and fat free
dairy options and whole grain
starches like oats, pasta and cereal.

Everything in moderation

Limit your intake of fried foods by
eating grilled, roasted, and baked
options. Try to limit sugary drinks
and caffeinated drinks by choosing
juices and water.

Off Campus

Stick with serving sizes

That is what my plate recommends
versus a portion size is how much
you decide you put on your plate.
Each day students should eat 6
servings of protein, 2 servings of
fruits, 3 servings of vegetables, 6-8
servings of grains and 3 servings of
diary.

Pace yourself

For Thomas and Taylor dinning hall
eat one plate at a time. Try to eat
your plate of food first before
selecting a desert.
Its free and any student and come
meet with me and we basically go
over the nutrition questions they
have. Then we make a plan for them
where we determine how many
calories they eat per day etc.

Look at options

People make more healthy options if
you review the restaurant’s menu
before you arrive. This will prevent
you from being pressured to eat
something unhealthy.

Grocery shopping tips

Shop in season for produce and
these items will typically be on sale.
Canned and frozen produce are
healthy items for getting fruits and
vegetables.

Try meatless meals

This is a healthier option and it is
cheaper. These meals can feature
proteins like eggs and beans.

Try new recipes

The HERC features inexpensive
recipes on its website and offer
Healthy Cooking 101 class once a
month

Create a grocery and stick to it
This will prevent you from
overspending and from buying
unhealthy snacks.

The HERC encourages students
from shopping while hungry
Grocery store tours Feb 28 at 7 p.m.,
March 9 at 7 p.m. and April 13 at
7 p.m.
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RENT NOW, Spring, Summer, Fall 2017

RETRO PRICED APARTMENTS, back 10 years!
Simple, Clean, Decent Housing
AFFORDABLE PRICES!
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$400-500 per month, 1 or 2 person
Close: ½ block to Stadium or Rec Center
You pay electric & water, No pets
Internet Included
ONE PERSON APARTMENTS
From $275-500 plus utilities
Quiet lifestyle, Near & Far to EIU, No pets
Most with Internet Included
2 BEDROOM HOUSE
Cute, get domestic, ½ block to Stadium
W/D, A/C, dishwasher
Quiet lifestyle, close enough to walk
No pets, please
Showing by appointment!

1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 – Fax 345-4472
www.woodrentals.com

Leasing now for the 2017-2018 school year!
YOUNGSTOWN APARTMENTS
youngstownapts@consolidated.net
217-345-2363
916 Woodlawn Dr. (south of 9th St.)

Beautifully landscaped w/vi ews of the
Woods!





Fr ee Tr ash and Par king!
Clos e to campus!
Use Fi nancial Aid to pay your r ent!

Call for our
curr ent
Deposit
special!

www.youngstowncharleston.com
CALL FOR YOUR PERSONAL SHOWI NG!

WE WELCOM E!
Under classman!
Upper classman!
Graduate
Students!
Athletes!
Staff!
Families!

Studio, 1, 2, 3 & 4
Bedroom fully
Furnished
Townhouses and
Garden
Apartments
BEST
LOCATION
FOR YOUR
MONEY!

OUR MOST POPULAR ‘WAIT-LISTED’ HOME IS NOW AVAILABLE
H FALL 2017 H
H 6 BEDROOM HOUSE H
H 1024 6TH STREET H
H HUGE DECK H
H BIG, COVERED FRONT PORCH H
H LARGE BEDROOMS H
H TONS OF PARKING H
H CLOSE TO CAMPUS H
Call 708-772-3711 to schedule a tour and for more information.
www.hallbergrentals.com
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By Liz Stephens
City Reporter | @DEN_News
According to Dr. Michael Gillespie, about 30
percent of students on Eastern’s campus are food
insecure.
Food insecurity is when students do not know
where their next meal will come from. With the
costs of living and education going up, food insecurity is rising as well. Gillespie said over the past
seven or eight years, colleges around the region are
struggling due to prices going up.
He said there is a huge stigma on campus and
in society not to seek and accept help out of pride
and embarrassment.
Instead of going hungry while in college, students can visit outlets to receive free food in
Charleston.
Students on Eastern’s campus help out with the
Charleston Food Pantry every Thursday night. The
Charleston Food Pantry is open every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday afternoon from 1:30 to 4
p.m., and also every Thursday night from 5:30 to
7 p.m.
Students are able to get food from the Charleston Food Pantry once every 30 days. They must
bring a photo ID with them every time they come
to the food pantry.
Another option to receive food in a time of
need is at the EIU Wesley Foundation, located on
Fourth Street on campus.
The Wesley Food Pantry is open twice a month
on the second Wednesday and fourth Tuesday of
every month from 2 to 6 p.m.
Paige Roberts, director of the Wesley Foundation, said that the pantry is open to Eastern stu-

dents, but they must bring their Panther Card.
Similar to the Charleston Food Pantry, the Wesley Food Pantry is staffed by student volunteers
from Eastern.
Roberts said that the clients must attest to having an income of 185% below the poverty line,
which is roughly equivalent to one person making
$800 a month.
Clients are able to receive food from the Wesley
Food Pantry once a month.
The Wesley Food Pantry tries to offer a full
range of food choices such as proteins, fruits, vegetables and snack foods.
“We are a shopping-style pantry,” Roberts said.
When the clients are receiving food, they are
given a number of how many products that they
can pick from each category of food and can pick
out the items they would like.
Roberts said this ensures the clients will be eating what they pick out so food does not go to
waste.
All items in the pantry are nonperishable, as the
pantry does not have a fridge and freezer.
A lot of food donations come from the Student Accounting Society on campus, which has
two food drives a semester. These food drives often offer extra credit as incentives for students to
donate food.
Roberts said The Wesley Food Pantry tries its
best to offer food that everybody would like.
She said they often have to keep up-to-date on
different kinds of food, especially foods that international students like to eat in their countries.
Liz Stephens can be reached at 581-2812 or
ejstephens2@eiu.edu.
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Ember Zimmerman, director of Charleston Area Churches Food Pantry, fills orders Friday at
990 West State Street. The Charleston Area Churches Food Pantry is open Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 1:30 to 4 p.m. and from 5:50 to 7 p.m. The Wesley Food pantry is another
resource for students.

217-348-8249
We have your perfect
home away from home!
Studio, 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments - All Great Locations!
Check out our website at ppwrentals.com to see all we can offer you!
Tweet
Tweet

Follow
the Daily
Eastern
News
Sports
twitter!
DEN_Sports
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Stevenson chef
raises the ‘steaks’
By Jason Hardimon
Staff Reporter | @DEN_News
The Stevenson Tower Dining Center has its very own minister of meat.
Each Thursday and Friday, Kelly
Brewster, Culinary Worker III at Stevenson dining center and ordained
minister, presides over the grill -- cooking each order to perfection.
Brewster, of Mattoon, was ordained
in 1977. He is a member of the Universal Life Church. Before working at
Stevenson, Brewster was the general
manager of a restaurant on Chicago’s
north shore. He has been a cook at the
Stevenson Tower Dining Center for six
years. And this week, Brewster will assume the duties of AFSCME union
steward on behalf of his colleagues at
Stevenson.
Tower dining offers Eastern students something different than the
other dining centers on campus. Students can make reservations for Thursday or Friday of each week to enjoy a
high quality meal in a restaurant environment for the cost of one meal plan
swipe. Stevenson’s reservation menu
features popular proteins like maple/soy marinated salmon and grilled
items including the strip loin steak, as
well as vegetarian options.
Every meal requires a fair amount of
skillful preparation and each of Stevenson’s four senior culinary workers plays
an important part in the prep ritual.
Andy Eggers, a welder turned cook;
Misty Green, a former public school
teacher; and Tracy Murphy, a former a
clerk and cook at the Mattoon homeless shelter, are Brewster’s counterparts.
But Brewster alone handles the beef.
He slices each steak himself (about 150
per week). When cooking the steaks,
he uses a “resting sauce” of his own
creation. He carefully seasons, rotates
and marks each serving of beef, pork
and chicken. And he uses his expert
judgment to determine when a piece
of meat has been cooked as desired.
Brewster is highly respected among
his colleagues at Stevenson, who describe him as stoic and steadfast.

“He handles pressure well,” Eggers said. “When you have 15-20 steaks
in front of you and you have to cook
them all to the right temperature…
some people will break down and start
stressing out. He doesn’t.”
Murphy, who also manages frontof-house operations at Stevenson, said
Brewster is one of her favorite people.
“Kelly has probably the most professional demeanor of anybody in this
kitchen,” Murphy said. “He’s very
calm. He’s very laid back. I get stressed
out and Kelly calms me. He can handle any situation.”
Green said Brewster is the leader in
the kitchen.
“We tease him about being the godfather,” Green said. “He’s the boss. Before we do anything we check with
him.”
Jamie Huckstead, Unit director of
Stevenson Dining Center, said Brewster is a valued for his knowledge and
his experience.
“Kelly is a huge asset to reservationonly dining and the Stevenson dining
center,” Huckstead said. “He has always been the steak guy. He helps us
to choose quality products and he with
different equipment needs. All the employees, weather they’re his colleagues
or student workers, definitely look up
to him and respect his culinary knowledge, myself included.”
Brewster said that he is mostly a
self-taught cook, but that he does have
valuable experience. He said he learned
quite a bit from Spanish speaking chefs
when he was the general manager of a
Flat Top Grill in Evanston.
“It was the busiest restaurant on the
north shore, according to the Chicago
Tribune,” Brewster said.
Brewster said he volunteered to become the union steward on behalf of
the workers at Stevenson because there
was a void that needed to be filled. He
gave a similar explanation for joining
the ministry.
“It was a calling,” Brewster said.
“Another void that needs filling.”
The Universal Life church is an international nondenominational bricks

RENT NOW, Spring, Summer, Fall 2017

RETRO PRICED APARTMENTS, back 10 years!
Simple, Clean, Decent Housing
AFFORDABLE PRICES!
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$400-500 per month, 1 or 2 person
Close: ½ block to Stadium or Rec Center
You pay electric & water, No pets
Internet Included

and mortar church whose ministry includes people who are home-bound
or who do not have a regular church.
Brewster said his youngest of two sons
is also a minister for the church.
There is not a Universal Life Church
near Eastern.
Brewster said his favorite meals are
those that he cooks. He said he prefers
a Kansas City/Texas-type barbecue and
that he makes his own sauce, which he
describes as thick with a combination
of sweet and hot.
Brewster said in his spare time he
enjoys target shooting.
“It’s a relaxation technique,” Brewster said. “It relieves a lot of stress.”
Watch a quick video on our website
www.dailyeasternnews.com for more information.
Jason Hardimon can be reached at 5812812 or jrhardimon2@eiu.edu
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Culinary worker Kelly Brewster balances a steak on the end of his spatula
while another is cooked by a flame from the grill at Stevenson Tower dining center. “It’s the best job I’ve ever had,” Brewster said.
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Jake Ancel, Junior communications major, takes an order for Alicia Henning, sophomore special education major,
and Jimmy Havens, a sophomore biological science major. Henning and Havens said they make a reservation at
Stevenson Tower Dining twice a week and they always enjoy the salmon. Ancel usually serves the couple each
week. They say they like having him as their server.

WILLIAMS RENTALS
APARTMENTS AND HOUSES

217-345-7286

www.jwilliamsrentals.com

ONE PERSON APARTMENTS
From $275-500 plus utilities
Quiet lifestyle, Near & Far to EIU, No pets
Most with Internet Included
2 BEDROOM HOUSE
Cute, get domestic, ½ block to Stadium
W/D, A/C, dishwasher
Quiet lifestyle, close enough to walk
No pets, please
Showing by appointment!

1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 – Fax 345-4472
www.woodrentals.com

1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments for Fall
Some availability for Summer
1041 7th Street
Clean, Close, Efficient, and Affordable.
Locally owned & managed. NO PETS!
Call for an appointment.

